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Presentation Notes
The main reason why Norwegian radio industry has been able to carry out the digital switch over is the long term cooperation between the broadcasters. They have understood that competition happens on content, not distribution. But it has been a bumpy road…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- It started 22 years ago with just a handful of transmitters. - On air there was less channels than on FM. - You would have a hard time finding DAB radios in the stores and those who existed, were extremely expensive. - But we still launched DAB as the future of radio. And for the next 15 years we built some more coverage, launched a few more stations and continued to tell everyone about the benefits of DAB - even though they were hard to find for most Norwegians. * With the new political plan in 2011 we kind of restarted the whole process. With clear criteria for a FM shut of the broadcasters could invest in full coverage and new channels. The electronics trade saw business opportunities. The message to the listeners became much clearer. So could we do it again, we would dropped the «chicken and egg-period» and gone directly to the DSO-period. 



JUNI 

Region by region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To do the shut off region by region was an easy decision and something we learned from the TV switch over. It was important for securing enough radios all over the country, especially car-adapters, but also for having capacity to offer help to anyone who needed it. The hard part was the unsynchronised shut off, where NRK turned off their FM networks 2 – 3 months ahead of the commercial stations in the most populated regions. This was essential for the private radios to secure their income through the shut off year. 



 

Why 
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Presentation Notes
So why did we do this and what have we achieved? 



Media development 1960 - 2016/2017 
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Newspaper  46% 

TV 69% 

«Internet» 91% 

Radio 63% 

«Mobile content» 69% 

Magazine 27% 

Source: 
 

Daily use newspaper, radio, tv and internet 
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Presentation Notes
The overall media development has been the cornerstone of the technology shift we have carried out in Norway. - Newspaper has had a continuous and dramatic fall since the internet for real made its appearance in the early 2000s. - TV and magazines have had a similar decline since mobile internet began to grow from 2010. - Radio is characterized first and foremost by being surprisingly stable through all these changes. But in recent years, we see that also radio is starting to lose listeners, and not least listening time, as competing digital offerings continues to grow.
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Presentation Notes
With such a development around us it was unthinkable for Norwegian radio to meet the future with only 5 national radio stations. In Norway, radio is mainly a national business and with our topography and scattered population, there was no room on FM for more than 5 channels. The technology shift has made it possible to multiply the offer to the Norwegian population.
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Now we have 31 channels and all of them with better coverage. Everyone understands that this is better, but it can be more difficult to understand why we just can’t do both DAB and FM. Why shut off something that works? This has much to do with costs. First of all it cost more to make 31 stations than 5. But that's okay, when you are a broadcaster you are willing to put money into more content as long as people are using it. But to pay twice is not that exciting - like paying for double distribution. Especially in a very cost demanding country. 



1 200 
DAB transmitters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Together our two national DAB networks consist of approximately 1200 transmitters. The annual costs are at the same level as the sum of the 5 FM networks were. 



3 000+ 
FM transmitters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because we had a plan that in the end allowed us to turn off, the over 3000 FM transmitters, it was possible for the broadcasters to commit to a full DAB development and at the same time invest in all the new radio stations.



Digitization of newspapers and television 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take another perspective. Newspapers and television have, in their struggle for digitization, lost their unique characteristics and have ended up as more or less similar services on a general platform – together with new competitors, from all over the world. And on top of that, their old business models no longer work. 



Digitization of radio 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After all, radio has not changed that much. My claim is that the radio industry in Norway has done something other media industries, only have dreamed of… - They have gone 100 % digital, multiplied their capacity and retained their main business model. - And they have secured their competitive advantage over foreign players. - Which also is important for Norwegian language and culture.  



Radio is... 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why don’t we want to change radio to much? Because the way people use it...Radio is kitchens and cars… People often forget how radio works and how people are using it. The use of radio as a complimentary medium, is what makes radio unique. And the broadcast technology has made that possible. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radio is of course the content, but the radio experience is also formed by the way it is distributed and consumed.Together this is radio’s DNA.We wanted to take care of / protect / cherish / these features, that makes radio, being radio, when we modernised radio in Norway.
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Share of time spent in Q4 every year, total radio, all platforms 
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Presentation Notes
This reflects very clearly in the choices people made, both before and, when FM disappeared. The vast majority of people still opt for broadcasting, even though Norway is at the forefront in terms of access to Internet and devices. DAB, 65 percent vs Internet, 18 percent of the listening time (before the last and biggest switch off). And notice that almost 60 percent of all listening where digital already two months before the first switch off. 



 

Results (so far) 
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Results (so far)What has happened with Norwegian radio the last year? 
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Presentation Notes
Before 11th of January 2017 all national FM transmitters were still on air. 12 months after, all were shut off. * In the beginning of January 2017 there were 10 mill radio sets which could be used to listen to national radio, including 2.9 mill cars. * One year later all FM-only radios were useless for national radio listening. Now we have 5.4 mill radio sets, including 1.4 mill cars. 



FM off FM on 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mathematically, the listening figures should have been down with 50 percent. * But they are only down 1.8 percentage points or 44 000 persons per week. Daily listening is down 10.9 percentage points. The difference, indicates that even though most listeners have bought one or two radios, many still need radio number two, three or four, to keep up their old listening habits. 44 000 persons are a lot of people, but it is also reflect a fantastic effort from the listeners in general, preparing themselves for the switch over. 98.2 % of the weekly listeners have already followed through the biggest technology shift in the history of radio. Now we need to give them time to establish new radio habits and put in place all the new devices they need, everywhere they usually listen to radio. 
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Presentation Notes
The point with the digital switch over wasn't to replace a technology… The goal was to strengthen radios position and ensure that the listeners receive a product they love – every day. * NRK P1 was perhaps the most popular or at least most used radio station in the world in relation to the population.P4 was probably the biggest commercial radio station in the world, population taken into account.* Don’t misunderstand me, these stations are great and have done a fantastic job. But people did not have much to choose between. * Now we see what happens when people have a better offering. 



58.9 69.5 
2 654 000 3 130 000 

1/3  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
69.5 % of the population are weekly tuning into one or several of the 5 old stations. * 58.9 % listen to some of the new stations. In share of total listening more than 1/3 happens now on the new stations already. 



58.9 22.5 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just 22.5 % listens only to the old stations.



A new dynamic radio market 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new radio market has changed the way we think about new stations and what it takes to change listening habits. The last three months we have had two very successful seasonal stations. One of the two Christmas stations was some days in December the second largest station in the country. And in these days of Olympic Games, NRK Sport is number three.



Weekly listening, total radio 

Source: Radio Survey PPM 
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Weekly reach 12+  
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Presentation Notes
Yes, we have had a smaller drop in listening after the FM shut off, as expected. For 2017 in total, three percentage points among the weekly listeners. The Norwegian radio industry did not carry out the DSO to gain listeners in the short term, but to keep/retain them in the long run.



Lessons learned 
• Cooperation on tech and process, compete on content 
• Listeners embrace more choice 
• Listeners are loyal to radio during the switch over, but some need 

more time to replace all radios or establish new digital habits.  
• Carefully planning of the actual switchover 
• Regional switch off works 
• Public Service Broadcaster with robust license income to switch off 

first.  
• Huge need for information! DAB more different then we thought. 
• Car aftermarket difficult, but heavy users converts easier 
• Some listeners will always wait until they have no more choice 
• DRN representing one voice, necessary and successful 
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Collaboration on tech and process, compete on contentListeners embrace more choiceListeners are loyal to radio during the switch over, but some need more time to replace all radios or establish new digital habits. Carefully planning of the actual switchoverRegional switch off worksPublic Service Broadcaster with robust license income to switch off first. Huge need for information! DAB more different then we thought.Car aftermarket difficult, but heavy users converts easierSome listeners will always wait until they have no more choiceDRN representing one voice, necessary and successful
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We truly believe that radio now is fit for the future and have a much stronger position in the coming years of competition with other digital media. The DSO has been a success, even though we see a drop in the listening now, right after the switch off. As I said, that was something we expected. We recognise that this year and perhaps some of next year will pass before all listeners are fully, digitally settled. 



jorn.jensen@nrk.no 

Thank you 
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